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ABSTRACT
Mirror hand deformity or ulnar dimelia is a congenital anomaly and several papers presented in various journals. We
received a patient a child of four years old with deformity of right upper limb. The child had fixed elbow of 10
and many fingers. Fingers were symmetrical to the midline axis and X-ray showed double ulna facing each other and
Inner/medial ulna is longer than the lateral one. This is a rare entity and not reported till now in any literatures.
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INTRODUCTION
Ulnar dimelia or mirror hand deformity is very rare and
reported in few journals and various surgeries were
performed on children or neglected.1 We wanted to give
you to our four year old child a good, functional upper
limb with usable hand. In this article we like to mention
the rare malformation of one ulna longer than the other. a
case report not reported globally.

the inner ulna is longer than the outer one which is a rare
variant not reported. All metacarpals in one plane seen in
the xray.1

CASE REPORT
We received a female child four years old with limited
elbow movements with right upper limb deformities
which is congenital, born to a non-consanguineous
parents and the child was the first child in the family,
delivered normally. On orthopaedic examination,
shortening of the limb noticed, and FFD of 10 degrees
and further flexion of 90* of elbow noticed. Radial
deviation of hand, and all seven fingers arranged
symmetrically. Shoulder ROM normal, forearm
supination and pronation appeared normal, hand
functions were normal like grasping an object, and lifting
a small object. Left upper limb was totally normal
roentgenogram showed two ulna facing each other and

Figure 1: (A) Shown right upper limb with seven
fingers; (B) X-ray right upper limb show two ulnar
facing each other and the medial ulnar in longer.
Reconstructive surgery was planned in stages and
muscles training was given,
Stage 1: Wrist distraction of soft tissues.
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Stage 2: To have full length of one flexor muscle, and
radially placed ulna proximal end cut and removed, to get
more elbow movements
Stage 3: All lateral fingers removed except medial five
with skin flap, all remaining all digits radially shortened.
Normal above elbow pop applied for 1-1/2 months and
then physiotherapy passively started.
DISCUSSION
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We found excision of radial ulna proximal part gave good
elbow flexion, extension, supination and pronation of
forearms.
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